
Special(Relativity(Summary(
•  Lorentz(Transforma@on:(switching(between(different(iner@al(
frames(

•  Time(Dila@on(and(Length(Contrac@on(
•  Velocity(addi@on(
•  Mass,(Energy,(Momentum(
•  What(quan@@es(are(invariant(in(all(frames?(
•  Space]@me(metric(
•  Rest(energy(

•  Transforma@on(of(Magne@c(Fields(

•  Other(topics:(
•  Rela@vis@c(Doppler(effect(



Einstein’s(Postulates(
1.  The(laws(of(mechanics(and(electromagne@sm(are(the(same(

for(all(iner/al(reference(frames(
•  Imagine(a(reference(frame(as(a(windowless(room:(one(should(not(
be(able(to(tell(whether(the(room(is(moving(or(sta@onary(without(
looking(outside(

2.  The(velocity(of(light(is(independent(of(the(mo@on(of(its(
source(

•  Impossible(to(send(out(a(light(signal(and(then(“catch(up(to(it”(
•  Light-has-no-rest-frame-



Spacetime(
(
•  Imagine(a(flash(of(light(at(the(origin(at(t=0(
•  Triggers(spherical(light(wave(going(off(in(all(direc@ons(
•  Where(will(an(observer(be(able(to(see(the(flash(at(@me(t?(
•  What(if(lep(hand(side(is(not(0?((

•  Gives(us(lengths-of-space:me-intervals-
•  These(lengths(are(invariant(in(all(reference(frames(
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30. Which of the following functions could represent 
the radial wave function for an electron in an 
atom?  (r is the distance of the electron from  
the nucleus; A and b are constants.) 

I. A e� b r 
II. A sin(br) 

III. A/r 
(A) I only 
(B) II only 
(C) I and II only 
(D) I and III only 
(E) I, II, and III 

 
31. Positronium is an atom formed by an electron  

and a positron (antielectron). It is similar to the 
hydrogen atom, with the positron replacing the 
proton. If a positronium atom makes a transition 
from the state with n = 3 to a state with n = 1,  
the energy of the photon emitted in this transition 
is closest to 
(A) 6.0 eV 
(B) 6.8 eV 
(C) 12.2 eV 
(D) 13.6 eV 
(E) 24.2 eV 

 
32. If the total energy of a particle of mass m is 

equal to twice its rest energy, then the magnitude 
of the particle’s relativistic momentum is 
(A) mc /2  
(B) mc / 2  
(C) mc 
(D) 3 mc  
(E) 2mc 

 

33. If a charged pion that decays in 10�8 second in  
its own rest frame is to travel 30 meters in the 
laboratory before decaying, the pion’s speed must 
be most nearly 

(A) 0.43 � 108 m/s 
(B) 2.84 � 108 m/s 
(C) 2.90 � 108 m/s 
(D) 2.98 � 108 m/s 
(E) 3.00 � 108 m/s 

 
34. In an inertial reference frame S, two events occur 

on the x-axis separated in time by Dt and in 
space by Dx. In another inertial reference frame 
S�, moving in the x-direction relative to S, the two 
events could occur at the same time under which, 
if any, of the following conditions? 
(A) For any values of Dx  and Dt  
(B) Only if �Dx /D t�< c 
(C) Only if �Dx /D t�> c 
(D) Only if �Dx /D t�= c 
(E) Under no condition 

 
35. If the absolute temperature of a blackbody is 

increased by a factor of 3, the energy radiated per 
second per unit area does which of the following? 
(A) Decreases by a factor of 81. 
(B) Decreases by a factor of 9. 
(C) Increases by a factor of 9. 
(D) Increases by a factor of 27. 
(E) Increases by a factor of 81. 
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Lorentz(Transformation(
•  Used(to(“boost”(between(different(iner@al(frames(
•  Here,(the(boost(means(we(switch(into(a(frame(moving(at(a(
velocity(v(along(the(x]direc@on(

(
•  Coordinates((t,x,y,z)(]>(t’,x’,y’,z’)(
•  Primed(frame(is(the(moving(frame,(unprimed(is(“sta@onary”(
•  NB:(only(@me(coordinate(and(coordinates(parallel(to(v(
•  NB:(serng(c=1,(t]x(transforma@ons(have(exchange(symmetry(



Lorentz(Transformation(
•  Recall:(t]x(symmetry(in(LT(
•  Which(of(these(preserves(
the(space@me(metric?(



Time(Dilation(
•  Processes(appear(to(take(longer(when(observed(by(a(moving(
observer(

•  t(=(@me(of(process(in(sta@onary(frame(
•  t’(=(@me(of(process(in(moving(frame((observer(sits(in(a(frame(
that(moves(at(v(rela@ve(to(the(sta@onary(frame)(

•  t’->-t-
•  Physical(example:(
•  Cosmic(rays(create(muons(high(in(the(atmosphere.((Muons(decay(
very(quickly(in(their(own(rest(frame,(rela@ve(to(us(the(muons(
move(so(quickly(that(it(seems(to(take(much(longer(to(decay.((
Hence(we(can(observe(and(measure(muons(at(sea(level(



Length(Contraction(
•  Physical(distances(appear(shorter(when(observed(by(a(moving(
observer(

•  L’(=(length(measured(by(observer(
•  L(=(length(in(frame((moving(rela@ve(to(observer)(
•  L’-<-L-
•  Physical(example(
•  Return(to(muon(example:(can(also(think(of(muon(decay(from(the(
muon’s(frame:(the(muon(“sees”(the(world(contract(around(it(
such(that(the(distance(from(the(atmosphere(to(the(ground(is(
smaller(

•  No(direct(experimental(evidence(yet((difficult(to(make(
macroscopic(objects(move(close(to(c)(



Length(Contraction(



Velocity(Addition(
•  Take(deriva@ves(of(Lorentz(Transforma@on,(being(careful(to(
dis@nguish(between(taking(deriva@ves(with(respect(to(primed(and(
unprimed(@me(coordinates:(

•  dx’/dt’(is(velocity(transforma@on(parallel(to(direc@on(of(boost(
•  dy’/dt’(is(velocity(transforma@on(perpendicular(to(boost(
•  Check(signs:(if(dx/dt(=(0,(dx’/dt’(=(]v(in(moving(frame(
•  Note(that(it(is(impossible(to(get(a(velocity(>(c(by(changing(frames(



Velocity(Addition(
•  We(use(this(formula(to(find(the(sum(of(or(difference(between(
two(veloci@es(near(c(by(boos@ng(into(the(rest(frame(of(one(of(
the(moving(objects(

(
(
(
•  Example:(How(fast(is(red(moving(in(blue’s(reference(frame? ((

•  Check(signs:(what(if(instead(we(boost(into(red’s(frame?(



Velocity Addition Example  
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80. A tube of water is traveling at 1/2 c relative to the 
lab frame when a beam of light traveling in the 
same direction as the tube enters it. What is the 
speed of light in the water relative to the lab 
frame? (The index of refraction of water is 4/3.) 
(A) 1/2 c 
(B) 2/3 c 
(C) 5/6 c 
(D) 10/11 c 
(E) c 

 
81. Which of the following is the orbital angular 

momentum eigenfunction Y m
A ( , )q f  in a state for 

which the operators L2 and Lz have eigenvalues 
6 2=  and �=, respectively? 

(A) Y2
1( , )q f  

(B) Y2
1� ( , )q f  

(C) 1
2 2

1
2

1[ ( , ) ( , )]Y Yq f q f� �  

(D) Y3
2 ( , )q f  

(E) Y3
1� ( , )q f  

 
82. Let α Ó represent the state of an electron with 

spin up and β Ó  the state of an electron with 
spin down. Valid spin eigenfunctions for a triplet 
state (3S) of a two-electron atom include which of 
the following? 

I. α αÓ Ó1 2  

II. 1
2 1 2 2 1( )α β α βÓ Ó � Ó Ó  

III. 1
2 1 2 2 1( )α β α βÓ Ó � Ó Ó  

 
(A) I only 
(B) II only 
(C) III only 
(D) I and III 
(E) II and III 

 

83. The state of a spin- 1
2  particle can be represented 

using the eigenstates A  and B  of the Sz 
operator. 

Sz A   =  1
2 = A  

   Sz B   =  �� 1
2 = B  

  Given the Pauli matrix 
0 1
1 0xs
È Ø É ÙÊ Ú , which of 

the following is an eigenstate of Sx with 
eigenvalue 1

2� =  ? 

(A) B  

(B) 1
2

( )A B�  

(C) 1
2

( )A B�  

(D) 1
2

( )A B� i  

(E) 1
2

( )A B� i  

 
 

 

84. An energy-level diagram of the n = 1 and 
n = 2 levels of atomic hydrogen (including the 
effects of spin-orbit coupling and relativity) is 
shown in the figure above.  Three transitions are 
labeled A, B, and C.  Which of the transitions 
will be possible electric-dipole transitions? 
(A) B only 
(B) C only 
(C) A and C only 
(D) B and C only 
(E) A, B, and C 
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Velocity Addition Example 
•  In the rest frame of the tube, 

the light is only moving c/n = 
3/4c<c, so let’s just treat this 
like an ordinary velocity 
addition problem (c = 1): 

•  u is the velocity of the tube 
with respect to the lab frame 

•  v is the velocity of light within 
the tube 
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•  Since(u(and(v(have(the(same(sign(in(the(lab(frame,(they(have(
the(same(sign(when(using(this(formula((they(would(have(
opposite(sign(if(the(tube(were(moving(in(opposite(direc@on(
of(light(



Energy(and(Rest(Mass(

•  Rest(mass(is(constant(in(all(frames((check(this!)(
•  What(happens(to(E(when(we(pick(the(rest(frame(as(our(
reference(frame?(
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Energy(and(Momentum(
•  Energy((E/c)(and(momentum((p)(transform(like(space]@me(
coordinates:(

(
•  (One(trick(is(to(just(set(c(=(1,(v=β(is(a(frac@on(of(c)(



Photons(
•  Photons(
•  Photons(have(0(rest(mass(

•  Travel(at(c(
•  No-rest-frame-

•  Photons(do(carry(momentum(
•  All(energy(comes(from(kine@c(energy:(E-=-pc-



Transformation(of(
Electromagnetic(Fields(
•  Thought(experiment(
•  Suppose(I(observe(the(electromagne@c(fields(of(a(sta@onary(
electron((electric(field(only)(

•  Now(I(boost(into(a(moving(frame:(electron(appears(to(be(moving(
rela@ve(to(me((electric(field(and(a(magne@c(field)(

•  Where(did(the(magne@c(field(come(from?(
•  Need(the(magne@c(field(for(the(first(postulate(to(hold!((

•  (Check(the(net(results(of(the(two(fields(using(test(charges:(do(the(
forces(on(a(test(charge(change?(



Transformation of EM fields 
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Transformation of EM fields 
•  Imagine drawing the electric field lines in the lab frame as 

being spaced evenly apart 
•  Now imagine boosting to the moving observer’s frame 
•  Now the charged plane appears to be moving at -vx 
•  How do the distances between the evenly spaced electric field 

lines change in the moving frame? 
•  Lengths contract, so field lines are denser and the electric field 

must appear stronger to the moving observer 
•  Effectively, the observer observes the presence of more charge in a 

given amount of time if the plane is moving than if the plane is 
stationary 

Lab(frame ( ((((((Observer’s(Frame(



Transformation of EM fields 
•  The answer must reflect a 

stronger field 
•  Also, no symmetry breaking: 

the field is not bent in the y or 
x directions 

 
•  Can also remember how 

electromagnetic fields Lorentz 
transform under a boost in the 
x direction: 
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Other(Topics(
•  Rela@vis@c(Doppler(Effect(

(


